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Flexible Technology
Solutions

The higherL
Service Advantage™

HigherL Learning
Management Solution
Combines great learning technology with hands-on
instructor support to empower instructors as never before to
create a superior teaching and learning experience.
HigherL Learning Management Solution (LMS) is a web-based learning
management tool that offers automated course management, easy assignment
and assessment tracking, time-saving gradebook management, and course
communications.

Key Benefits for instructors
Focus More on Teaching - Let our knowledgeable staff of ‘course developers’ set
up your course in our LMS and, if you wish, suggest ways to improve your course delivery
and management.

Increase Productivity - With fewer hours spent grading exams and assignments, you can
effectively manage larger classes and spend more time with students.

Peace of Mind - Availability, redundancy, highly reliable uptime, and data protection ensure that
your course is secure, well managed and runs smoothly.

Never Feel Alone - Our customer-centric approach offers efficient, friendly and knowledgeable
support from beginning to end. Ask about the higherL Service Advantage™
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Key Features
Automated Assessments - HigherL LMS
automates the process of grading student exams and
students receive instant feedback.

Visually Appealing and Intuitive Interface Exceptionally easy to use, you and your students will become
proficient at using the system with little to no training.

Robust Gradebook - The online, easily-configurable gradebook makes
creating and managing assignments, quizzes, and tests a breeze.

Reliable, Web-based Platform - The system is completely online and
web-hosted by higherL.

Complete Support - We provide unlimited telephone and email support for you and
your students. Ask about the higherL Service Advantage™

Customizable Platform - HigherL LMS can easily integrate desired branding and existing
institution applications such as registration, billing, and games.

How to Get Started
You can learn more about higherL Learning Management Solution at our website:
www.higherl.com
You can register for a higherL Learning Management Solution’s Demo at the following link:
www.higherl.com/demo
You can always call or email the helpful people at higherL:
1-866-563-7770
info@higherL.com.
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